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A Recipe for Relieving Wage Earner Burdens 

 
In the spirit of the Labor Day season, it is appropriate that we take this opportunity to remind 
ourselves that the costs imposed by government in the form of taxes and regulations are now the 
most oppressive burden working people must carry.  Unfortunately, that burden continues to 
grow with each passing year.  
   
Concerns and frustrations of taxpayers around the country about the amount of taxes  paid as well 
as equity issues arising from taxes have engendered the development of a concept known as 
"Taxpayer Bill of Rights". This Policy Brief compiles a Taxpayer Bill of Rights for use by state 
and local governments, including school districts.  Passage of this Bill of Rights in Pennsylvania 
would go a long way to reining in the size and cost of government.  
 
A Taxpayer Bill of Rights  
 
Preamble 
 
Government’s powers, including the power to tax, are derived from the consent of the governed.  
It is incumbent upon all government and taxing entities not to abuse this power which has been 
granted to them.  To ensure that taxpayers are not abused, the following rights will be guaranteed.    
 
I) Taxpayers have the right to expect that government will perform only the basic, core   
functions of government such as public safety and health, criminal and civil justice, and 
infrastructure development and maintenance.  
 
II) Taxpayers have the right to pay the lowest possible taxes and to require the government to 
explore and utilize all available methods, including competitive bidding, outsourcing, and 
benchmarking to achieve the lowest cost delivery of services.  Government is forbidden to give 
up its right to engage in competitive bidding  or outsourcing through collective bargaining 
agreements. 
 
III) Taxpayers have the right to require the government to adopt zero based budgeting for all 
departments, agencies, functions and grant recipients of the government and to require that 
expenditure limitation measures be adopted to prevent annual growth in outlays from ever 
exceeding the percentage gain in personal income within the government's jurisdiction.     
 
IV) Taxpayers have the right to have all departments, agencies, and authorities under the control 
of government be subject to a Sunset Provision. The legislative body must explicitly renew 
through an affirmative vote each department's, agency's and authority's continuation every four 
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years. Therefore, all government controlled entities must be intensively evaluated periodically in 
terms of the benefits they produce for  residents and the cost they represent to taxpayers.  
 
V) Taxpayers have the right to a guarantee that there will be no increase in tax rates or 
imposition of any new taxes without a voter referendum.  
 
VI) Taxpayers have the right to a reduction in taxes whenever the General Fund Surplus balance 
rises above 5 percent of general fund appropriations for any fiscal year. Any excess will be 
returned to taxpayers as a tax rate reduction or rebate in the first quarter of the next fiscal year.      
 
VII) Taxpayers have the right to fair and equitable treatment in the assessment of taxes.  
 
VIII) Taxpayers have the right to review all information and to have a full explanation of 
procedures used in determining their tax liability and access to all information in the possession 
of the government relevant to their filing of an appeal.                                                                                                                                   
 
IX) Taxpayers at the local government and school district level have the right not to be subjected 
to unfunded mandates or cost increasing regulations imposed by the state government. 
 
It is sobering to realize that in Pennsylvania taxpayers are guaranteed none of these basic rights. 
We are totally at the mercy of the legislature and the governor.  On a positive note, Allegheny 
County’s Home Rule Charter does incorporate several important taxpayer rights, but those 
provisions by themselves are not enough to afford significant protections.  It would be a 
enormously beneficial development for Pennsylvania to put into place a strong and enforceable 
Taxpayer Bill of Rights for all its citizens such as Colorado did in 1992.  What better way is there 
to help working citizens than to get some of the exorbitant costs of government off their backs? 
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Policy Briefs may be reprinted without permission so long as proper attribution is given. 
 
Note:  On September 26, the Allegheny Institute will host a luncheon featuring Victoria Hughes.  
Ms. Hughes is the founder and president of the Bill Of Rights Institute, and organization 
dedicated to educating students about the power and importance of the Bill of Rights. Contact the 
Allegheny Institute for details.  
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